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Etrog
For other uses, see Etrog (disambiguation).

An Israeli Etrog, with Pitam and Gartel

Etrog (Hebrew: אֶתְרוֹג) refers to the yellow citron or Citrus
medica used by Jews on the week-long holiday of Sukkot. While
in modern Hebrew this is the name for any variety of citron, its
English usage applies to those varieties and specimens used as one
of the Four Species.[1]

Etymology

The romanization as Etrog is according to the Sephardic
pronunciation, widely used in Israel through Modern Hebrew. The
Ashkenazi pronunciation as in Yiddish, is esrog or esrig. Rarely it
could also be transliterated as Ethrog or Ethrogh even in scholarly
work, which is according to the Yemenite Hebrew.[2]

Biblical references

6th century CE synagogue mosaic in
northern Negev, Israel, depicting etrogs

at the base of a Menorah
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“And you shall take on the first day the fruit of beautiful trees, branches of palm trees and boughs of leafy trees and willows of the brook, and
you shall rejoice before the Lord your God 7 days!" -- Leviticus 23:40 ”

Rabbinic Judaism sees the Biblical phrase peri eitz hadar (פְּרִי עֵץ הָדָר) as referring to the etrog. Grammatically, the
Hebrew phrase is ambiguous; it is typically translated as "fruit of a beautiful tree," but it can also be read as "a
beautiful fruit of a tree," which helps explain the great care with which etrogs are selected for performing the Sukkot
holiday rituals.

Linguistic
In modern Hebrew, hadar refers to the genus Citrus. Nahmanides (1194 – c. 1270) suggests that the word was the
original Hebrew name for the citron. According to him, the word etrog was introduced over time, adapted from the
Aramaic. The Arabic name for the citron fruit, itranj (اترنج), mentioned in hadith literature, is also associated with the
Hebrew.

Cosmetic requirements

Pitam (Pitom)

Diagram of the Halachic properties of an
etrog

An etrog with an intact pitam is considered especially valuable. A pitam is
composed of a style (Hebrew: "דַד"), and a stigma (Hebrew: "שׁוֹשַׁנְתָּא"), which
usually falls off during the growing process. However, varieties that shed off
their pitam during growth are also kosher. When only the stigma breaks off,
even post-harvest, it could still be considered kosher as long as part of the
style has remained attached. If the whole pitam i.e. the stigma and style, are
unnaturally broken off, all the way to the bottom, it is not kosher for the ritual
use.

Many pitams are preserved today thanks to an auxin discovered by Dr.
Eliezer E. Goldschmidt, formerly professor of horticulture at the Hebrew
University. Working with the picloram hormone in a citrus orchard one day,
he discovered, to his surprise, that some of the Valencia oranges found nearby
had preserved perfect pitams. Usually a citrus fruit, other than an etrog or
citron hybrid like the bergamot, does not preserve its pitam. When it
occasionally does, it should at least be dry, sunken and very fragile. In this
case the pitams were all fresh and healthy just like those of the Moroccan or
Greek citron varieties. Experimenting with the picloram in a laboratory,
Goldschmidt eventually found the correct “dose” to achieve the desired effect:
one droplet of the chemical in three million drops of water. This invention is highly appreciated by the Jewish
community.[3]
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Purity
In order for a citron to be kosher it must be pure, neither grafted nor bred with any other species, therefore only a few
traditional varieties are used. To prevent grafting, the plantations must be under strict rabbinical supervision.

Genetic research

Citron varieties

Acidic-pulp varieties:

•• Diamante citron
•• Greek citron
•• Balady citron
•• Florentine citron

Non-acidic varieties:

•• Moroccan citron
•• Corsican citron

Pulpless varieties:

•• Buddha's hand
•• Yemenite citron

Related Articles:

Citrus • Succade • Etrog • Hybrid • Grafting • Chimera • Sukkoth • Four Species

This box:

•• view
•• talk
• edit [4]

The citron varieties traditionally used as Etrog, are the Diamante Citron from Italy, the Greek Citron, the Balady
Citron from Israel, the Moroccan and Yemenite Citrons.
A general DNA study was arranged by the world-renowned researcher of the etrog, Prof. Goldschmidt and
colleagues, who positively testified 12 famous accessions of citron for purity and being genetically related. As they
clarify in their joint publication, this is only referring to the genotypic information which could be changed by
breeding for e.g. out cross pollination etc., not about grafting which is not suspected to change anything in the
genes.[5]
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Cross section of the Lefkowitz variety showing the signs for purity.

The Fingered and Florentine Citrons although they are
also Citron varieties or maybe hybrids, are not used for
the ritual. The Corsican Citron is no longer in use,
though it was once used and sacred.

Selection and cultivation

In addition to the above, there are many rabbinical
indicators to identify pure etrogs out of possible
hybrids. Those traditional specifications were preserved
by continuous selections accomplished by professional
farmers.[6]

The most accepted indicators are as following: 1) a
pure etrog has a thick rind, in contrast to its narrow
pulp segments which are also almost dry, 2) the outer
surface of an etrog fruit is ribbed and warted, and 3) the
etrog peduncle is somewhat buried inward; a lemon or
different citron hybrid is opposing one or all of the
specifications.[7]

A later and not so widely accepted indicator is the orientation of the seed, which should be pointing vertically by an
etrog, except if it was strained by its neighbors; by a lemon and hybrids they are positioned horizontally even when
there is enough space.[8]

The etrog is typically grown from cuttings that are two to four years old, the tree begins to bear fruit when it is
around four years old.[9] If the tree germinates from seeds, it will not fruit for about seven years, and there may be
some genetic change to the tree or fruit in the event of seed propagation.[10]

Customs
To protect the etrog during the holiday, it is traditionally wrapped in silky flax fibers and stored in a special box,
often made from silver. After the holiday, eating from the etrog or etrog jam is considered a segula (efficacious
remedy) for a woman to have an easy childbirth. A common Ashkenazi custom is to save the etrog until Tu Bishvat
and eat it in candied form or as succade, accompanied by prayers that the worshiper will merit a beautiful etrog next
Sukkot.[11] Some families make jam or liqueur out of it,[12] or stick cloves in the skin for use as besamim at the
havdalah ceremony after Shabbat. The Dancing Camel Brewery in Tel Aviv, Israel uses the rinds of etrogim in their
annual 'Trog Wit Beer, usually available around the Holiday of Sukkot.[13]
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Cross section in Yanover
Esrog, to check for signs of

genetic purity

Cross section in Braverman
Esrog

Cross section in Yemenite
citron

Cross section in Ordang Esrog

Cross section in
Kibilevitz Esrog

Cross section
in Moroccan

citron

Cross section of a Yemenite
citron (left), and a Balady citron
("Chazon Ish" selection - right)

Cross section in a Variety
etrog citron, and in Fingered

citron.

Yanover Esrog
without a Pitam

Yanover Esrog
with a Pitam

Inspecting an Etrog for flaws Inspecting a
Yemenite citron

Shmita in Kefar
Chabad, the etrog
orchard is full of

weed

Young plants in
Kefar Chabad

More young plants in Kefar
Chabad

Etrog fully covered with clove
punctured in it, to smell on Yom

Kippur
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Purchasing
Etrog and Lulav

in Tel Aviv

Pitam perceptive Pulpless Buddha's hand Citrons for sale in a German
market

Closed Buddha's hand Semi-closed Buddha's
hand

Chinese citron in Wienna

A mature fruit of Diamante citron
gets to big size

Naxos citrons and leaf Citron or hybrid
in Sicily

A wild citron in India

A nice
Diamante

citron

Diamante citron in growth, with
half-dried Pitam

Etrog Blossom
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Citron
For other uses, see Citron (disambiguation).
Not to be confused with Citroën.

Citron
Citrus medica

Scientific classification

Kingdom: Plantae
(unranked): Angiosperms
(unranked): Eudicots
(unranked): Rosids
Order: Sapindales
Family: Rutaceae
Genus: Citrus

Species: C. medica

Binomial name

Citrus medica
L.

The citron is a fragrant citrus fruit, botanically classified as Citrus medica by both the Swingle and Tanaka botanical
name systems. The designation medica given it by Linnaeus, apparently is derived from its ancient name, "Median
or Persian apple",[1] that was reported by Theophrastus,[2] who believed it to be native to Persia or the land of the
Medes.
The fruit's name derives ultimately from Latin, citrus, also the origin of the genus name, and as a result it has many
similar names in many European languages, e.g. cederat, cédrat, cedro, etc. A source of confusion is that citron or
similar words in French, Hungarian, Finnish, Latvian, the West Slavic languages, and all Germanic languages but
English are false friends, as they refer to the lemon. Indeed, into the 16th century, the English name citron included
the lemon and perhaps the lime as well.[3] Most other European languages, from Albanian and English to Spanish,
use variants of the Arabic word laymun itself derived from middle Persian "leemun": "limon".
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Uses
Main articles: Succade and Etrog

citron torte

Culinary

While the lemon or orange are peeled to consume their pulpy and juicy
segments, the citron's pulp is dry, containing a small quantity of insipid
juice, if any. The main content of a citron fruit is the thick white rind,
which adheres to the segments, and cannot be separated from them
easily.

Today the citron is used for the fragrance or zest of its flavedo, but the
most important part is still the inner rind (known as pith or albedo),
which is a fairly important article in international trade and is widely

employed in the food industry as succade,[4] as it is known when it is candied in sugar. In Iran, the citron's thick
white rind is used to make jam; in Pakistan the fruit is used to make jam as well as pickled; in South Indian cuisine,
the citron is widely used in pickles and preserves.

Medicinal
Thus, from ancient through medieval times, the citron was used mainly for medical purposes: to combat seasickness,
pulmonary troubles, intestinal ailments, and other disorders. The essential oil of the flavedo (the outermost,
pigmented layer of rind) was also regarded as an antibiotic.[5] Citron juice with wine was considered an effective
antidote to poison, as Theophrastus reported. In Ayurvedic system of medicine, the fruit juice is still used for treating
conditions like nausea, vomiting, excessive thirst etc.
The fruit juice has a high content of Vitamin C and used medicinally as an anthelminthic, appetizer, tonic, in cough,
rheumatism, vomiting, flatulence, haemorrhoids, skin diseases and weak eye sight.[6]

There is a rising market for the citron in the United States for the use of its soluble fiber found in its thick albedo.[7]

Religious
The citron is also used by Jews (the word for it in Hebrew is etrog) for a religious ritual during the Feast of
Tabernacles; therefore is considered as a Jewish symbol, and is found on various Hebrew antiques and archeological
findings.[8] Citrons used for ritual purposes cannot be grown by grafting branches.

Description and variation

Citron varieties

Acidic-pulp varieties:
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•• Diamante citron
•• Greek citron
•• Balady citron
•• Florentine citron

Non-acidic varieties:

•• Moroccan citron
•• Corsican citron

Pulpless varieties:

•• Buddha's hand
•• Yemenite citron

Related Articles:

Citrus • Succade • Etrog • Hybrid • Grafting • Chimera • Sukkoth • Four Species

This box:

•• view
•• talk
• edit [9]

Fruit
The citron fruit is usually ovate or oblong, narrowing towards the stylar end. However, the citron's fruit shape is
highly variable, due to the large quantity of albedo, which forms independently according to the fruits' position on
the tree, twig orientation, and many other factors. The rind is leathery, furrowed, and adherent. The inner portion is
thick, white and fleshy; the outer is uniformly thin and very fragrant. The pulp is usually acidic, but also can be
sweet, and even pulpless varieties are found.
Most citron varieties contain a large number of monoembryonic seeds. They are white, with dark innercoats and
red-purplish chalazal spots for the acidic varieties, and colorless for the sweet ones. Some citron varieties are also
distinct, having persistent styles, that do not fall off after fecundation. Those are usually promoted for etrog use.

The Fingered Citron

Some citrons have medium-sized oil bubbles at the outer surface,
medially distant to each other. Some varieties are ribbed and faintly
warted on the outer surface. There is also a fingered citron variety
called Buddha's hand.

The color varies from green, when unripe, to a yellow-orange when
overripe. The citron does not fall off the tree and can reach 8–10
pounds (4–5 kg) if not picked before fully mature.[10] However, they
should be picked before the winter, as the branches might bend or
break to the ground, and may cause numerous fungal diseases for the
tree.

Plant
Citrus medica is a slow-growing shrub or small tree that reaches a height of about 8 to 15 ft (2 to 5 m). It has 
irregular straggling branches and stiff twigs and long spines at the leaf axils. The evergreen leaves are green and 
lemon-scented with slightly serrate edges, ovate-lanceolate or ovate elliptic 2.5 to 7.0 inches long. Petioles are 
usually wingless or with minor wings. The flowers are generally unisexual providing self-pollination, but some male 
individuals could be found due to pistil abortion. The clustered flowers of the acidic varieties are purplish tinted from
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outside, but the sweet ones are white-yellowish.
The acidic varieties include the Florentine and Diamante citron from Italy, the Greek citron and the Balady citron
from Israel. The sweet varieties include the Corsican and Moroccan citrons. Between the pulpless are also some
fingered varieties and the Yemenite citron.
The citron tree is very vigorous with almost no dormancy, blooming several times a year, and is therefore fragile and
extremely sensitive to frost.[11]

Origin and distribution
Despite the variation among the cultivars, authorities agree the citron is an old and original species. There is
molecular evidence that all other cultivated citrus species arose by hybridization among four ancestral types, which
are the citron, pomelo, mandarin and papeda.
The citron is believed to be the purest of them all, since it is usually fertilized by self-pollination, and is therefore
generally considered to be a male parent of any citrus hybrid rather than a female one.[12]

Today, authorities agree that all citrus species are native to Southeast Asia where they are found wild and in an
uncultivated form. The story of how they spread to the Mediterranean has been reported by Francesco Calabrese,[13]

Henri Chapot,[14] Samuel Tolkowsky,[15] Elizabetta Nicolisi,[16] and others.[17]

The citron could also be native to India where it borders on Burma, in valleys at the foot of the Himalayas, and in the
Indian Western Ghats.[18][19] It is thought that by the time of Theophrastus, the citron was mostly cultivated in the
Persian Gulf on its way to the Mediterranean basin, where it was cultivated during the later centuries in different
areas as described by Erich Isaac.[20] Many mention the role of Alexander the Great and his armies as they attacked
Persia and what is today Pakistan, as being responsible for the spread of the citron westward, reaching the European
countries such as Macedonia and Italy.[21]

The citron is mentioned in the Torah as being required for ritual use during the Feast of Tabernacles (Lev. 23:40
[22]). According to this tradition, the Jews brought it back to Israel from their exile in Egypt, where the Egyptologist
and archaeologist Victor Loret claimed to have identified it depicted on the walls of the botanical garden at the
Karnak Temple, which dates back to the time of Thutmosis III, approximately 3,000 years ago.[23]

Antiquity
The citron has been cultivated since ancient times, predating the cultivation of other citrus species.[24]

Theophrastus
The following is from the writings of Theophrastus[25]

“In the east and south there are special plants... i.e. in Media and Persia there are many types of fruit, between them there is a fruit called
Median or Persian Apple. The tree has a leaf similar to and almost identical with that of the andrachn (Arbutus andrachne L.), but has thorns
like those of the apios (the wild pear, Pyrus amygdaliformis Vill.) or the firethorn, Cotoneaster pyracantha Spach.), except that they are white,
smooth, sharp and strong.

The fruit is not eaten, but is very fragrant, as is also the leaf of the tree; and the fruit is put among clothes, it keeps them from being
moth-eaten. It is also useful when one has drunk deadly poison, for when it is administered in wine; it upsets the stomach and brings up the
poison. It is also useful to improve the breath, for if one boils the inner part of the fruit in a dish or squeezes it into the mouth in some other
medium, it makes the breath more pleasant.

The seed is removed from the fruit and sown in the spring in carefully tilled beds, and it is watered every fourth or fifth day. As soon the plant
is strong it is transplanted, also in the spring, to a soft, well watered site, where the soil is not very fine, for it prefers such places.

And it bears its fruit at all seasons, for when some have gathered, the flower of the others is on the tree and is ripening others. Of the flowers I
have said[26] those that have a sort of distaff [meaning the pistil] projecting from the middle are fertile, while those that do not have this are
sterile. It is also sown, like date palms, in pots punctured with holes. ”
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This tree, as has been remarked, grows in Media and Persia.

Pliny the Elder
About 400 years later it was also described by Pliny the Elder, who called it nata Assyria malus. The following is
from his book Natural History.

“There is another tree also with the same name of "citrus," and bears a fruit that is held by some persons in particular dislike for its smell and
remarkable bitterness; while, on the other hand, there are some who esteem it very highly. This tree is used as an ornament to houses; it
requires, however, no further description.[27] ”
“The citron tree, called the Assyrian, and by some the Median apple, is an antidote against poisons. The leaf is similar to that of the arbute,

except that it has small prickles running across it. As to the fruit, it is never eaten, but it is remarkable for its extremely powerful smell, which
is the case, also, with the leaves; indeed, the odour is so strong, that it will penetrate clothes, when they are once impregnated with it, and
hence it is very useful in repelling the attacks of noxious insects. The tree bears fruit at all seasons of the year; while some is falling off, other
fruit is ripening, and other, again, just bursting into birth. Various nations have attempted to naturalize this tree among them, for the sake of
its medical properties, by planting it in pots of clay, with holes drilled in them, for the purpose of introducing the air to the roots; and I would
here remark, once for all, that it is as well to remember that the best plan is to pack all slips of trees that have to be carried to any distance, as
close together as they can possibly be placed. ”
It has been found, however, that this tree will grow nowhere except in Media or Persia. It is this fruit, the pips of which, as we have already
mentioned, the Parthian grandees employ in seasoning their ragouts, as being peculiarly conducive to the sweetening of the breath. We find
no other tree very highly commended that is produced in Media.[28]

“Citrons, either the pulp of them or the pips, are taken in wine as an antidote to poisons. A decoction of citrons, or the juice extracted from
them, is used as a gargle to impart sweetness to the breath. The pips of this fruit are recommended for pregnant women to chew when affected
with qualmishness. Citrons are good, also, for a weak stomach, but it is not easy to eat them except with vinegar.[29] ”
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• Citrus Fruits and Their Culture By H. Harold Hume (http:/ / books. google. com/ books?id=Y6c4AAAAMAAJ&
pg=PA59& lpg=PA59& dq=greek+ citron& source=web& ots=s0gUaKaQr-&
sig=-kzCzSRGHlNJXNFKPMJLgWecveQ#PPA59,M1)

• All Kinds of Scented Wood By Richard S. Barnett (http:/ / books. google. com/ books?id=LBucOPN6zjwC&
pg=PA246& lpg=PA246& dq=citron+ mesopotamia& source=web& ots=-XRKje6h6i&
sig=3AO2M5XpXO_Ufbh-W0BH-u-JEIE)

• Food in China: A Cultural and Historical Inquiry By Frederick J. Simoons (http:/ / books. google. com/
books?id=Fo087ZxohA4C& pg=PA200& lpg=PA200& dq=citron+ mesopotamia& source=web&
ots=7RZCSKOgR4& sig=g7SKuEJ21sB0Zvu_O3QZoYNzz_w#PPA200,M1)

• Biology of Citrus By Pinhas Spiegel-Roy, Eliezer E. Goldschmidt (http:/ / books. google. com/
books?id=S0-h00_-3CUC& pg=PA4& source=gbs_toc_r& cad=3#v=onepage& q& f=false)

• The Encyclopaedia Britannica: “a” Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, Literature ... edited by Hugh Chisholm (http:/ /
books. google. com/ books?id=XbX3VOh5ziYC& pg=RA5-PA182& dq=citron+ mesopotamia& as_brr=3&
ei=XV1CR9iAAYuA6wLt-biIBw)

• Citrus: The Genus Citrus By Giovanni Dugo, Angelo Di Giacomo (http:/ / books. google. com/
books?id=OLaykfpqSaYC& pg=PA3& dq=citron+ mesopotamia& as_brr=3&
ei=pV1CR6nCOYfI6wL60PH-Bg& sig=u3sWOt-7urYnXQ-HRmVesWUOfYU)

• The Encyclopædia Britannica: A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, Literature and ... By Hugh Chisholm (http:/ /
books. google. com/ books?id=1GcEAAAAYAAJ& pg=PA148& dq=citron+ mesopotamia& as_brr=3&
ei=pV1CR6nCOYfI6wL60PH-Bg#PPA148,M1)

• Fruit Breeding in India: Papers By G. S. Nijjar (http:/ / books. google. com/ books?id=jb05AAAAMAAJ&
q=citron+ albedo& dq=citron+ albedo& ei=f1AmR66eCoP06wL91tA_& pgis=1)

• Proceedings, Google Book Search (http:/ / books. google. com/ books?id=KPAMAAAAIAAJ& pg=PA43&
lpg=PA43& dq=palestine+ citron& source=web& ots=Tjtk-wP3Jm&
sig=xEz1x5lb8dRagS9nzI-TD5Hldyg#PPA42,M1)

• A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Culture (http:/ / books. google. com/ books?id=HAHSM6ufMFUC&
pg=PT261& lpg=PT261& dq=rhodes+ greek+ citron+ fruit& source=bl& ots=QO6nadiWk9&
sig=vLKqvGL5eNzZut0t7krywE6Aff0& hl=en& ei=srDQS8nkOtPVlQeJieHvDg& sa=X& oi=book_result&
ct=result& resnum=5& ved=0CBoQ6AEwBA#v=onepage& q=rhodes greek citron fruit& f=false)

• International Standard Bible Encyclopedia: A-D By Geoffrey William Bromiley (http:/ / books. google. com/
books?id=wo8csizDv0gC& pg=PA215& lpg=PA215& dq=palestine+ citron& source=web& ots=jpOPzW7uho&
sig=x8EhjXh77OBdCpOA0ZWIPJi9fis#PPA214,M1)

• The Great Citrus Book: A Guide With Recipes By Allen Susser (http:/ / books. google. com/
books?id=tsaCbFmmiOoC& pg=PA82& dq=citron+ albedo& ei=WU8mR8XbCZPM6ALotulA&
sig=l79ewrIU1YCg7y1Y5XTSqj8W7KY#PPA82,M1)

• Citrus: The Genus Citrus By Giovanni Dugo, Angelo Di Giacomo - "Peel confection and candying" (http:/ /
books. google. com/ books?id=OLaykfpqSaYC& pg=PA171& dq=citron+ albedo&
ei=f1AmR66eCoP06wL91tA_& sig=imxES5qBYEXpz1PYGSw9hljhqu0#PPA171,M1)

• Penny Cyclopaedia of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (http:/ / books. google. com/
books?id=LgvYxBG5kUkC& pg=PA465& lpg=PA465& dq=greek+ citron& source=web& ots=Kb4COmtk-F&
sig=VE7MfGAKzO8LTX0Im5uLE_75u5o)

• Origin of Cultivated Plants By Alphonse de Candolle (http:/ / books. google. com/
books?id=kqcMAAAAYAAJ& pg=PA180& lpg=PA180& dq=citrus+ medica+ mesopotamia& source=web&
ots=JWITvDWZGM& sig=M-XptXleQBjY-niohAvapDYwmRs#PPA178,M1)

• Evyatar Marienberg and David Carpenter, The Stealing of the ‘Apple of Eve’ from the 13th century Synagogue of 
Winchester (http:/ / unc. academia. edu/ evyatarm/ Papers/ 1218963/ 

The_Stealing_of_the_Apple_of_Eve_from_the_13th_century_Synagogue_of_Winchester), Henri III Fine Rolls
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http://books.google.com/books?id=kqcMAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA180&lpg=PA180&dq=citrus+medica+mesopotamia&source=web&ots=JWITvDWZGM&sig=M-XptXleQBjY-niohAvapDYwmRs#PPA178,M1
http://books.google.com/books?id=kqcMAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA180&lpg=PA180&dq=citrus+medica+mesopotamia&source=web&ots=JWITvDWZGM&sig=M-XptXleQBjY-niohAvapDYwmRs#PPA178,M1
http://books.google.com/books?id=kqcMAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA180&lpg=PA180&dq=citrus+medica+mesopotamia&source=web&ots=JWITvDWZGM&sig=M-XptXleQBjY-niohAvapDYwmRs#PPA178,M1
http://unc.academia.edu/evyatarm/Papers/1218963/The_Stealing_of_the_Apple_of_Eve_from_the_13th_century_Synagogue_of_Winchester
http://unc.academia.edu/evyatarm/Papers/1218963/The_Stealing_of_the_Apple_of_Eve_from_the_13th_century_Synagogue_of_Winchester
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Project, Fine of the Month: December 2011 (http:/ / frh3. org. uk/ content/ month/ fm-12-2011. html)

External links

Wikispecies has information related to: Citrus medica

• USDA Plants Profile - Citrus medica (http:/ / www. ars-grin. gov/ cgi-bin/ npgs/ html/ taxon. pl?10745)
• Purdue University (U.S.A.): article on citron culture and use. (http:/ / www. hort. purdue. edu/ newcrop/ morton/

citron. html)
• Citrus Pages (http:/ / users. kymp. net/ citruspages/ citrons. html)
• University of California- "Citrus Diversity" (http:/ / plantbiology. ucr. edu/ people/ ?Roose#CitrusDiversity)
• Stuart-exchange_org:Citrus medica used as a medicinal plant. (http:/ / www. stuartxchange. org/ Kalamansi.

html)
• UCLA: "Give Me A Squeeze" (http:/ / www. botgard. ucla. edu/ html/ botanytextbooks/ economicbotany/ Citrus/

index. html)
• Alchemy Works: Citron (http:/ / www. alchemy-works. com/ herb_citron. html)
• Wildflowers of Israel - Citron (http:/ / www. wildflowers. co. il/ english/ plant. asp?ID=797)

http://frh3.org.uk/content/month/fm-12-2011.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wikispecies-logo.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikispecies
http://species.wikimedia.org/wiki/Citrus_medica
http://www.ars-grin.gov/cgi-bin/npgs/html/taxon.pl?10745
http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/morton/citron.html
http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/morton/citron.html
http://users.kymp.net/citruspages/citrons.html
http://plantbiology.ucr.edu/people/?Roose#CitrusDiversity
http://www.stuartxchange.org/Kalamansi.html
http://www.stuartxchange.org/Kalamansi.html
http://www.botgard.ucla.edu/html/botanytextbooks/economicbotany/Citrus/index.html
http://www.botgard.ucla.edu/html/botanytextbooks/economicbotany/Citrus/index.html
http://www.alchemy-works.com/herb_citron.html
http://www.wildflowers.co.il/english/plant.asp?ID=797
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Citron  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=624823692  Contributors: 83d40m, A. Parrot, Aaron Solomon Adelman, Acalamari, Adashiel, Afasmit, Ahoerstemeier, Alborz Fallah,
Anir1uph, Anshelm '77, Ariel., Arunsingh16, Asarelah, Ataltane, Auric, Badagnani, Bellemichelle, BethNaught, Bevo, BilCat, Blacksand, Bmusician, BriefError, Brya, Captainfergus, Cedro,
Chochopk, Chowbok, CitriCulture, CitricAsset, Critisizer, Curb Chain, Cybercobra, DanielCD, Danny, DeLarge, Dineshkumar86, Dogcow, Ebizur, Eog1916, Erianna, EsrogHunt, Fbriere,
Finnrind, Forteblast, Franzeska, Gigemag76, Gilgamesh, Ground Zero, Hasiru, Hede2000, HereToHelp, Hesperian, Hongooi, IOLJeff, Imz, Jaimetout, Japanese Searobin, Jason526, John of
Reading, Johnbrewe, Jonkerz, Jordan valdiviez1, JoshuSasori, Justlettersandnumbers, Kaldari, Kazvorpal, Kloth, Krish Dulal, Krutonki, LilHelpa, Llywrch, Look2See1, Lou Sander, Luna Santin,
MKar, MPF, MacAuslan, Mgiganteus1, Mogism, Moshe Yakob, MosheA, NYL, Neelix, Neutron Jack, Nick Denkens, Nipisiquit, Oknazevad, Oli Filth, Open2universe, Ordinary Person,
PAROH, Pawebster, Peter Phillipson, Philip Trueman, Psygnet, R'n'B, RHaworth, Rasayana informatics, Recury, Ricardo Carneiro Pires, Rjmunro, Rosiestep, Royote, SMcCandlish,
SchreiberBike, Secfan, Shafei, Shirahadasha, Shoteh, Skier Dude, Sourenaa, SpacemanSpiff, Stambouliote, Stemonitis, Stillnotelf, Suchetaav, Taosein, Taxman, The Sanity Inspector,
TheEditrix2, Tomdo08, Tournesol, Ugen64, VidGa, Vojtěch Dostál, Wendolpho, Wetman, Wikidemon, Wikiman897, Wikiplantjud, Wikiuser100, Woohookitty, WriterHound, Wwheaton, Yakov
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Image Sources, Licenses and Contributors
File:Chinesische Zedrat Zitrone.jpg  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Chinesische_Zedrat_Zitrone.jpg  License: Creative Commons Attribution-Sharealike 3.0
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Atrugiel - great prince of the seventh heaven. 
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